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1. INTRODUCTION AND THE RESULTS 
The main objective of this paper is to give the proof of the uniqueness of positive solution of the 
problem 
--Apu = [u[q-2u in g/, u = 0 on 0~, (1.1) 
where ~ C R N is a bounded domain, 1 < p < N and 1 < q < p* = Np/ (N-p) .  Let us 
recall that the existence of positive solution to (1.1) was proved, e.g., in [1] using the method 
of subdifferentials and it can be obtained also via Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory as mentioned 
in [2]. The uniqueness for q < p was proved in [2]. In the homogeneous case p = q the eigenvalue 
problem 
--AvU = •Iulq--2U in ~'/, u = 0 on Og/ 
has been intensively studied in 1980s and 1990s and the uniqueness of the first positive (and 
normalized) eigenfunction was proved by several authors (let us mention [3] among others). The 
uniqueness for p < q < p* is a more delicate question. The proof of nonuniqueness of positive 
solutions to (1.1) in ring-shaped omains ~ when q is close to p* is given in [4, Proposition 7]. 
On the other hand, it is proved in [5] that (1.1) has unique positive solution if ~ = B, a ball 
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in ]I~ N. In this note we concentrate on the positive solution to (1.1) for which the associated 
energy functional 
J (u )  = p - q {u{ q (1.2) 
assumes minimal value on W(~'P(I'~), where ~/ is a general bounded domain in R N. Such a 
solution seems to be important from the point of view of applications and the information about 
its uniqueness might be also useful for the numerical study of (1.1). Our main results are started 
in the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1.1. The boundary value problem (1.1) has unique positive weak solution u • L ~ (f~) N 
1,ol Cio c (f~), for some a > O, which has the following property: J(u) < J(v) i fv is some other positive 
weak solution of (1.1). 
THEOREM 1.2. The extremal for the best constant of the imbedding Wlo'P(~) ¢--*¢--+ Lq(~) is a 
positive function u • L°°(~) A Clo c (~), for some a > O, and it is unique up to a multiple by a 
nonzero real constant. 
Comparing the results of [4,5] we suspect hat the uniqueness of positive solution of (1.1) is 
closely related to the topology of ~. We end this section by the following 
OPEN PROBLEM. Let ~ be a bounded domain in R N and ~N \ ~ be connected. Then (1.1) has 
unique positive weak solution for any 1 < q < p*. 
2. THE PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
Let 
be the best constant in the Sobolev imbedding W~'P(f~) ~--~--~ Lq(f~). The compactness argument 
implies that there exists Upq • W~'P(f~) such that 
uvq _> 0 in ~, ~{Upq[q=l ,  Cpq- - /{VUpqf .  (2.1) 
Clearly, for any u • W~'P(~) we have 
( / lu lq l l l P<_c ;q l lp ( / lVu lP )  lIp 
and equality holds if and only if u~ = ~-uvq, T • R, where Upq is any function satisfying (2.1). 
Moreover, standard application of the Lagrange multiplier method yields 
LEMMA 2.1. The function u~ is a weak solution of 
-Apu  = Cpq[ulq-2u in fl, u = 0 on 0R. (2.2) 
The qualitative properties of ur are as follows. 
LEMMA 2.2. The function ur for T > 0 is strictly positive in ~ and ur e L°°(~) N C~o~(f~), 
for some a > 0. 
PROOF. The method of Moser-type iterations (see, e.g., [6]) implies ur E L°°(~). The regularity 
1,~ result of [7] yields u~ • Clo ¢ (~), for some a > 0, and Harnack-type inequality [8] implies that 
u~ > 0 in ~. 
Let u,v • W~'P(f~) satisfy (2.1). Then u,v • L°°(f~) NClo ¢ (~/) for some a > 0, u > 0, v > 0 
in ~, and J(u) = J(v) = 0, where 
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1/q 
J (w):  : lil'l I~wiPl l /p -  c l ip  lil-I wlq) ' 
The following argument is borrowed from [9]. For t > 0 set 
w • wD'"(n). 
M(t,  x): = max{u(x),  tv(x)}, m(t, x): = min{u(x), tv(x)}. 
Then 
0 <_ J (M)  + J (m) = J(u) + J(tv) = J(u) + tJ(v) = O, 
whence follows J (M)  = 2(m) = 0. Hence, M and m turn out to be weak solutions of (2.2) and, so 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 apply also to M and m. For x0 E gl, set to = u(xo)lV(Xo) > 0. Then, for any 
unit vector e, we have u(xo + he) - u(xo) ~_ M(to, xo + he) - M(to, Xo), toV(Xo + he) - tov(xo) ~_ 
M(to, xo + he) - M(to, xo). Dividing these inequalities by h > 0 and h < 0 and letting h tend to 
+0, we get 
V .u(xo)  = V .M( to ,  xo) = toV~v(xo). 
Hence, 
v= (u(z0)~ (v~u(z0)),(x0) - u(z0)v~,(x0) 
\v(x0) ] = V(~07 = 0. 
Thus u(x) /v(x)  = 1 in f~ due to (2.1). So, Upq is unique which actually proves Theorem 1.2. The 
f~ll(q-p). proof of Theorem 1.1 follows now from the rescaling argument. Indeed, u = ~pq ~(pq) is a 
positive solution of (1.1) and u E Loc(YI) (G 1,a Cio c (gl), J(u) (1 /p -  ~" " ' *q / (q -P )  = i /q )~q . Let v be some 
other positive solution of (1.1). Then 
f~ Ivlq = i~ lwlP' (2.3) 
(2.4) 
and by nonhomogeneity of the equation (1.1), v cannot be a multiple of u, i.e., 
Cpq(S lvl<~)Pl~< i lVvlP. (2.5) 
It follows from (2.3) and (2.5) that  
i~ (-~q/ (q--P) Jr[ q > v (p )  , 
which together with (2.4) yields 
J(v) > J(u). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
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